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With seven office locations across the state of Colorado, First National 
Bank of Las Animas (FNBLA) has deeply ingrained themselves into their 
communities since 1901. As a locally owned and operated bank, funds 
are reinvested into Colorado’s people and businesses, strengthening their 
local economies. 

By specializing in ranching, farming, and business banking, FNBLA 
understands their customers’ challenges and knows exactly how 
to support them throughout their financial journey. To cater to their 
customers’ best interests, the bank knew they needed a platform that 
would allow customers to open new accounts from the comfort of their 
homes. 

Digitally transforming account opening

FNBLA needed a solution that addressed the following objectives:

• Accelerate acquisition after receiving less foot traffic in offices than 
previous years

• Reduce the time and labor required to open a new account  

• Onboard customers through a digital channel amid the COVID-19 
pandemic

• Leverage a platform with the same experience online as well as  
in-office 

As FNBLA looked to transform their account opening process, they 
connected with the Alkami team. Ultimately, the bank selected Alkami’s 
digital account opening platform because of the seamless application 
experience and ability to integrate with FNBLA’s mobile banking and 
core partner, IBT Apps.

Before implementing the Alkami Platform, customers came in-office and 
applied for new deposit accounts on paper. While shopping for a digital 
solution, FNBLA prioritized the ability to provide a human touch and 
unified experience online or in-office. To this effort, they turned to Alkami 
for an intuitive approach to digital account opening for their most popular 
checking and savings accounts. 
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Supporting customers with a  
personal touch

While FNBLA empowers applicants to open a 
new account from their mobile device, the bank 
acknowledged that their customers appreciated the 
in-office service they received from their bankers. 

“Our customers' experience is highly dependent on 
the interaction they have with our staff. That’s why it 
was imperative that we adopt the same onboarding 
experience in our offices as on our website. The key 
for us was to ensure our staff was comfortable and 
confident in the technology in order to provide the 
exceptional service we take pride in,” said FNBLA’s 
Chief Operations Officer, Ben Johnson.

To offer a variety of in-office experiences, the 
bank introduced QR codes and guest wifi where 
customers can scan the code with their mobile 
device, apply, and fund new accounts in a matter 
of minutes. They also added iPads to their offices 
for easy self-service. For customers who request 
additional assistance, bankers sit down with the 
customer to complete applications together.

Alkami streamlines the onboarding process 
for customers by introducing ID Scan for data 
prepopulation. In addition, Alkami enables 
customers to fund new accounts through bank 
account authentication powered by Plaid. With 
these efficiencies, FNBLA has cut the application 
completion time by 75%, allowing customers to 
apply in under five minutes.

Streamlining their banking operations 

Prior to their implementation, FNBLA processed all 
of their applications manually. Bankers performed 
identity verification in-office by asking Bank Secrecy 
Act questions and honoring the applicant’s word for 
truthful responses. 

Now, bank staff can process applications seamlessly 
in a cloud-based dashboard built for collaboration. 
Alkami verifies identities in real-time by cross-
referencing IDs against government templates and 
databases. By leveraging integrations with third-
party providers, FNBLA has enhanced their identity 
verification process with a multi-layered approach to 
security and fraud prevention.

In their previous process, bank staff reviewed 
handwritten applications, verified identities in-office, 
and funded accounts by cash or check. Bankers 
would spend 10-15 minutes scanning and filing 
applications then manually boarding them to their 
core, leaving opportunities for human error.

Since their implementation, FNBLA experienced 
a 67% reduction in application processing time, 
improved their electronic document storage, and 
eliminated time-intensive data entry to IBT Apps’ 
core.  

Innovating for the future of banking

As FNBLA supports the next generation of 
customers, Alkami will integrate with IBT Apps. 
Through this integration, customers can easily open 
a new account from their mobile banking app with 
pre-populated credentials and Know Your Customer 
(KYC) checks instantly verified. For new customers, 
they will be encouraged to download the mobile app 
upon application completion, where they can manage 
their finances daily.  

With the help of Alkami, our 
bankers can offer a variety of 
digital experiences specific to the 
needs of our customers on a single 
unified platform.

Once our staff approves the 
account, they can send it directly 
to the core. All they need to do is 
verify the information and submit 
the application. It’s as simple as a 
couple of clicks.

‘‘

‘‘

34% application growth after the first month 
of implementation
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FNBLA’s dedication to their customers through 
personalized experiences is a perfect example of 
how a community bank can maintain a human touch 
while introducing the latest banking technology at 
their institution. By partnering with Alkami, FNBLA 
will continue to exceed their customers’ expectations 
for seamless onboarding and real-time decisions.

Learn more about Alkami’s digital account opening 
platform at Alkami.com, or contact your client sales 
representative.

About Alkami

Alkami Technology, Inc. is a leading cloud-based 
digital banking solutions provider for financial 
institutions in the United States that enables clients 
to grow confidently, adapt quickly and build thriving 
digital communities. The Alkami Platform is the 
digital banking and fraud mitigation platform of 
choice for over 260 financial institutions. Alkami’s 
investments have resulted in a premium platform that 
has enabled it to replace older, larger and better-
funded incumbents and provide clients with world-
class experiences reflecting their individual digital 
strategies.

+1 Online Shopping Experience for Checking 
& Savings Accounts

+1 Mobile-First Onboarding Channel

34% Application Growth After the First 
Month of Implementation

75% Reduction in Application Completion 
Time

+2 Identity Verification Methods via IDology 
& Plaid

+1 Real-Time Funding with Plaid’s Bank 
Account Authentication

67% Reduction in Application Processing 
Time 

+1 IBT Apps i2Core API for Automated 
Account Creation

+1 IBT Apps i2OLB API for Digital Banking 
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